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Toward photonic-crystal metamaterials: Creating magnetic emitters
in photonic crystals
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In this work, we explore the possibility of designing photonic crystals to act as magnetic
metamaterials: structures that exhibit magnetic properties despite the nonmagnetic character of their
constituents. The building blocks of a magnetic material are microscopic magnetic dipoles, and to
create a synthetic analog we employ point-defect modes in a photonic crystal. We begin by
identifying a point defect mode in a three-dimensional crystal whose local field pattern resembles an
oscillating magnetic moment. By analyzing the far-field pattern of the field radiated from the defect,
we prove quantitatively that such modes can be designed with a primarily magnetic character: over
98% of the emitted power goes into magnetic multipole radiation. Unlike the constituents of natural
para- and ferromagnetic materials, these synthetic magnetic emitters can be designed to operate
without losses even at optical frequencies. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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The concept of designing electromagnetic ‘‘metamate
als,’’ synthetic structures that exhibit effective properties d
ferent from those of their constituent materials, has spar
interest as a means of achieving physical behaviors not fo
in naturally occurring materials or composites. The reali
tion of negative refraction, for example, may allow for
class of optical effects and devices.1–3 Here we consider how
metamaterials can be constructed within a photonic-cry
system. Previous work in two-dimensional~2D! systems has
developed an effective medium theory to show that magn
resonances can lead to a negative effective magnetic pe
ability, or m.4 Here, we use point-defect modes to crea
magnetic resonances in a three-dimensional~3D! photonic
crystal. Photonic crystals are periodic dielectric structu
with a forbidden frequency range, the band gap, in wh
light cannot propagate. For frequencies in the gap, ligh
confined near defects in the structure, which can be desig
to have desired frequency and polarization characteris
We suggest that these defects might be used as buil
blocks for a type of metamaterial: photonic crystals w
combinations of point defects chosen to give rise to vario
desired properties. In this letter, we identify building bloc
for obtaining magnetic behavior in a nonmagnetic dielec
system, quantitatively demonstrating that point-defect mo
can be designed to have a magnetic character.

We choose a three-dimensional photonic-crystal str
ture that is composed of a stack of alternating layers
mimic 2D TE- and TM-polarized photonic crystals. By cr
ating defects in these layers, the local field pattern and s
metry of the state can be made to resemble either an o
lating magnetic or electric moment, corresponding to the T
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and TE polarizations, respectively. In this letter, we focus
a point defect that resembles a magnetic moment. We s
that such a defect can be incorporated into a finite crysta
that the structure becomes a magnetic emitter: nearly a
the radiated power goes into magnetic, rather than elec
multipole terms, as determined by a multipole decomposit
of the far field. This magnetic emitter, unlike an oscillatin
current loop~a familiar magnetic dipole source!, can be de-
signed to operate even at optical frequencies, where natu
occurring materials have an insignificant or very lossy m
netic response. We believe that such defects are promi
building blocks for constructing a type of metamaterial th
exhibits magnetic behavior in a previously inaccessible f
quency range. Moreover, because the 3D crystal that
study also supports defect states that resemble electric
ments, it could provide a useful infrastructure for designi
metamaterials with ferroelectric-like properties.

The crystal structure that we study, described in detai
Ref. 5, has a large, complete, band gap of around 20% of
midgap frequency for Si/air structures, and is comprised
two types of alternating layers, rod layers and hole laye
Rod layers are formed by triangular lattices of dielectric ro
in air, while hole layers are formed by triangular lattices
air holes in dielectric. It has been shown in Ref. 7 that d
fects can be designed to be almost completely TM or
polarized in the midplane of the layer by working within
single rod or hole layer, respectively. In order to create
defect with magnetic character, we select the TE polariza
~magnetic field perpendicular to the midplane of the lay!
and increase the radius of a single hole from its bulk value
0.414ā to 0.5ā, whereā is the nearest-neighbor spacing
either a hole or rod layer. Cross sections of the electrom
netic field mode for this defect in the bulk crystal, comput
in the standard manner,6 are shown in Fig. 1. The defec

mode resembles the field of an oscillating magnetic moment

9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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in several respects. The magnetic field in the midplane
almost completely~99%! polarized perpendicular to th
plane,7 and the parity of the state is odd under inversion~the
electric field is odd, while the pseudovector magnetic field
even!. Moreover, the local field pattern of the mode r
sembles that of an ideal dipole, with some additional str
ture induced by the photonic crystal.

To determine the degree of magnetic character of
mode, we studied the properties of radiation from suc
defect in a finite crystal. The coupling of light into radiatio
modes will depend on the mode profile at the crystal bou
ary. In order to preserve the dominant TE-like polarization
the mode, the crystal was cleaved close to the defect la
resulting in a crystal that was three hole layers and two
layers high, with the defect contained in the central h
layer. The radiation fields were calculated using 3D, fu
vectorial, finite-difference time-domain~FDTD! simulations
of Maxwell’s equations8 with perfectly-matched-laye
boundary regions at the edges of the computational cell.9 The
defect mode was excited using a magnetic-dipole sourc
the center of the defect. The frequency, amplitude, and q
ity factor ~Q! of the mode were extracted from the field d
cay after source turn-off, using a low-storage filte
diagonalization method.10 Figure 2 shows snapshots of th
radiated fields for three different crystal radii:r 53.5ā, 4.5ā,
and 5.5ā; the correspondingQ values are shown in Table I
Notice that while the mode in the vicinity of the defect loo
very similar for all three cases, the structure of the radia
fields changes, with the field amplitudes decreasing in
plane of the crystal for increasing crystal radius.

The magnetic character of the radiation mode was qu
titatively determined by performing a multipole decompo
tion of the far field. For a generalized localized source d
tribution, the magnetic field in the radiation zone (r @l) can
be written~see Ref. 11!:

FIG. 1. ~Color! Electromagnetic mode profiles for a magnetic-moment-l
point defect in a 3D photonic crystal structure. The top and bottom pictu
show, respectively, the electric and magnetic field components perpendi
to the plane. Red represents negative values and blue represents po
values; white corresponds to zero. The color map has been exagge
Yellow shading indicates dielectric material.
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where theX lm’s are the vector spherical harmonics, given
X lm(u,f)51/A@ l ( l 11)#LYlm(u,f), and L is the angular-
momentum operator, 1/i (r3“). aM andaE are the magnetic
and electric multipole moments, respectively, and each m

s
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Radiating point defect modes for three different cuts of t
photonic crystal. The left- and right-hand columns show the electric
magnetic field components perpendicular to the plane, respectively. The
ormap has been exaggerated to make the far-field radiation more vis
Yellow shading indicates dielectric material.

TABLE I. Quality factor Q and dominant multipole coefficients for th
radiating point-defect states shown in Fig. 2. The radius of the photo
crystal is given byr; ā is the in-plane lattice constant of the crystal.M pwr

denotes the percentage of the total radiated power due to magnetic mult
terms.

r 53.5ā r 54.5ā r 55.5ā

Q 174 299 320
uaM(1,0)u2 5% 30% 37%
uaM(3,0)u2 50% 50% 50%
uaM(5,0)u2 8% 10% 8%

Any other uaM( l ,m)u2 <3% ,1% ,0.5%
Any uaE( l ,m)u2 <4% ,0.5% ,0.5%

Mpwr 79% 96% 98%
license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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tipole radiates a time-averaged power
Am0 /e0/(2k2)ua( l ,m)u2. Using the orthogonality relation
for the vector spherical harmonics

E X l 8m8
* •X lmdV5d l l 8dmm8

and

E X l 8m8
* •~ r̂ 3X lm!dV50,

we obtained the multipole coefficientsaM andaE by numeri-
cal integration over a sphere near the boundary of the c
putational cell.

The results are shown in Table I. The absolute value
the multipole moments squared,ua( l ,m)u2, is expressed as
percentage of the total power radiated. For all three cry
structures, the largest multipole moments were magn
with m50 and l 51, 3, or 5. As the crystal diameter in
creases, the strength of the~1, 0! magnetic dipole term in-
creases, while the strength of the~3, 0! and ~5, 0! terms
remains approximately fixed. This trend can be underst
from the fact that the crystal must block radiation in t
lateral direction, as seen in Fig. 2. As thel 50 component
increases, it cancels thel 53 component to reduce the am
plitude of the fields in the plane of the crystal. The perce
age of the power that is emitted in magnetic multipole term
Mpwr , is also given in the table. The power is mostly ma
netic for all three crystals, withMpwr increasing to a maxi-
mum of 98% for the largest crystal radius studied. Moreov
the crystal height was found to be an important paramete
determining the percentage of power that goes into magn
radiation; increasing the height of ther 54.5ā crystal so that
it included nine hole layers significantly reducedMpwr , from
96% to 60%.

The key to the magnetic nature of the radiation, we
lieve, is the primarily TE character of the mode in th
midplane—in two dimensions, this would lead to pure
magnetic radiation, and the only electric multipole comp
nents in 3D are due to the deviations from this TE charac
Away from the midplane, the deviations take the form oẑ
components ofE; these components can induce electric
diation, but that radiation is primarily in the lateral dire
tions. Therefore, by increasing the lateral crystal size, we
substantially eliminate this radiation and increase the m
netic character, as observed in Table I. Conversely, as
vertical size is increased, deviations from TE character
come more pronounced and consequently, the percentag
magnetic radiation is decreased.
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Starting with a point defect in a bulk photonic cryst
whose local field pattern resembles an oscillating magn
moment, we have shown that the crystal boundary can be
so that the radiation from the defect mode is almost co
pletely magnetic. Unlike traditional magnetic sources, t
magnetic emitter can be designed to operate even at op
frequencies.~In a practical implementation, the defect mod
would be excited by shining light onto the crystal from a
optical source. This process could be enhanced by inco
rating a fluorescent dye within the crystal to absorb outs
the band gap and emit at the frequency of the point-de
mode.! Using the point-defect mode that we study here a
building block, it may now be possible to design arrays
defects that yield magnetic bulk properties in photonic cr
tals; ‘‘Ferromagnetic’’ and ‘‘antiferromagnetic’’ arrays, fo
example, can be created by operating at frequencies co
sponding to wave vectors at the edge of the Brillouin zo
where adjacent defect states will have phase shifts of;0 or
;p. Creating defects within the rod layer of the 3D photon
crystal, which behave like electric multipoles, could sim
larly allow the design of ferroelectric and antiferroelectr
arrays. Investigation of the properties of these defect co
plexes is a promising direction for future work.
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